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Abstract 

This analysis assesses the You Are Not Alone campaign, started by Supernatural actors Misha 

Collins and Jensen Ackles to fund the peer support network, #SPNFamily Crisis Network.  

Facebook posts and videos from the actors are analyzed for collective themes, as well as the t-

shirt selling site, www.CreationStands.com, and the network’s information page on the Random 

Acts site.  The analysis revealed three themes present within the rhetoric of the campaign and 

network: Saving People, Family Don’t End in Blood, and Always Keep Fighting.  Examples of 

these themes are also present within Supernatural and reported on within the study.  
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You Are Not Alone: The Rhetoric Behind the First Fandom-Based Peer Support Network 

 The first of its kind, the #SPNFamily Crisis Network plans to be a peer-to-peer support 

program where fans can go when suffering with mental health issues such as depression, self-

injury, and addiction. Actors Misha Collins and Jensen Ackles of Supernatural prompted a T-

shirt campaign, named You Are Not Alone, in order to fundraise money to start the online 

platform. 

 Although it is the first campaign by Collins and Ackles to fund this project, it is not the 

first mental health campaign to come from Supernatural actors. Jared Padalecki, who plays main 

character Sam Winchester, first shared his battle with chronic depression in March 2015 with a t-

shirt campaign, Always Keep Fighting. Money collected from the campaign was given to mental 

health awareness organizations like To Write Love on Her Arms. After the initial campaign 

Ackles and Padalecki started a number of other t-shirt campaigns for a Pack Fund which 

distributed money to a group of organization in addition to To Write Love On Her Arms, 

including Wounded Warriors, St. Jude’s, Attitudes In Reverse, and The Down Syndrome 

Connection (Jared & Jensen, 2015). 

 Padalecki’s acting for a Supernatural episode pushed him into being vocal about his 

depression (Purdom, 2015). First premiering in 2005, the success of Supernatural can be seen in 

its recent renewal for season 12 (Kissell, 2016). The story follows the lives of two brothers, Sam 

and Dean Winchester, as they work to rid the world of evil. Over eleven seasons Sam and Dean 

have hunted werewolves, demons, vampires, leviathans, and more. Starting as a guest star in 

season four, Collins’ character, an angel named Castiel, became a season regular by helping the 

brothers defeat their enemies through each episode. The individual cases and stories featured in 
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the story are based from biblical tales and folklore; giving the plot lines a historical context at 

times. 

 The You Are Not Alone t-shirt campaign started in February 2016 by Ackles and Collins 

to fund the #SPNFamily Crisis Network. Officially ending in March, the campaign sold over 

40,000 shirts to completely fund the project. This research looks into the rhetoric of the You Are 

Not Alone campaign to find present themes leading to its success. Examples of these themes will 

also be found within the TV show Supernatural. With an obvious passion for beating mental 

illness stigma, the actors of Supernatural are pioneers in establishing a close, supportive fandom. 

This rhetoric will be led with relevant literature about story telling and peer support networks to 

establish an idea of the concepts the actors are using to create a successful campaign and 

network. 

Theory Framework 

The media and how it chooses to showcase psychiatric disorders has increasingly defined 

the public’s awareness and sensitivity of the disorders. Outrageous and insensitive headlines help 

the media bring in more readers while simultaneously perpetuating a stigma. “The language 

journalists choose is frequently a telling indicator of their prejudices; rather than writing about 

someone suffering from a delusional disorder, they prefer more sensationalist, stigmatizing terms 

like ‘madman’, or in this case, ‘sadomasochist’” (Nesseler, 2011 pS125). 

According to George Gerbner’s Cultivation Theory, the way the media chooses to 

exemplify mental illness can have great effects on an audience’s view of mental illness on and 

off screen. Individuals who watch a lot of television are likely to have beliefs aligned with what 

they are seeing on the screen (Gerbner, Gross, Morgan, & Signorielli, 1994). According to an 

analysis of the theory by Richard West and Lynn H. Turner, the theory explains that television 
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does not necessarily change attitudes but rather paints a picture of what the world is like (2007). 

The absence of mental illness as a whole in television or the overuse of psychiatric stereotypes in 

film can paint a society that is greatly skewed from reality.  

In a research study conducted between 2010 and 2013 by Scott and Caroline Parrott 

(2015), they found that mentally ill characters were continually linked with violent and criminal 

behavior. In line with Gerbner’s ‘mean-world syndrome’ (1994), the belief that individuals with 

mental illness fall to violent tendencies can affect a person’s perception of the disorders off 

screen, while in reality very few of those living with a mental illness are violent (Gold & Simon, 

2015). “Since the public includes those affected themselves and their families, this public image 

may frequently also influence the question of whether and at what point people decide to seek 

treatment” (Nesseler, 2011 pS124). 

Social Media 

With the widespread use of social media and the opportunity for users to create their own 

content, there is hope the channel can be used as a catalyst to reverse the stigma and help 

individuals learn more about the disorders. In two joining studies, the social media success of the 

Canadian mental health campaign In One Voice is measured on both a long-term and short-term 

scale. The campaign was created to reach youth and young adults through the social media 

platform in order to promote their website and start a conversation on mental illness (Livingston, 

2013). 

The first study, conducted within the following couple of months of the campaign, found 

a significant increase in awareness and use of website (Livingston, 2013). However, the 

campaign’s goal to improve the stigma and personal views of mental illness in individuals is not 

achieved until the second study a year later. “One year after the In One Voice campaign, levels of 
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personal stigma and social distance were significantly lower compared with prior to the 

intervention [campaign]” (Livingston, 2014 p989). This improvement supported the claim that 

mass media campaigns could activate a change in perception around mental illness.  

Peer-to-Peer 

 Social media not only creates a platform for these campaigns, but also a space for peer-

to-peer support. “Diverse patient groups with sensitive health conditions are increasingly turning 

to social media websites like YouTube to share their illness experiences or seek advice from 

others with similar conditions” (Naslund et al., 2014 p6). A study by Sue Ziebland and Sally 

Wyke (2012) focused on the health effects people might possibly experience when seeking out 

and reading each other’s experiences. “The value of first-person accounts, the appeal and 

memorability of stories, and the need to make contact with peers all strongly suggest that reading 

and hearing others’ accounts of personal experiences of health and [illness] will remain a key 

feature of e-health” (Ziebland et. al, 2012, p242). 

 These experiences gave individuals with mental illnesses a safe haven to share their story, 

as well as a resource to seek advice from other peers. “We observed that YouTube served as an 

environment where individuals with SMI could normalize one’s illness and assert their voice and 

identity by validating shared experiences with peers” (Naslund et al., 2014, p6). Kim Foster, 

Peter Lewis and Andrea McCloughen conducted a study on the success of an Australian peer 

support program, On Fire, for children with mentally ill siblings or parents (2014). The 

researcher’s found that the program had affected the children in a few distinct ways. In line with 

the research conducted by Naslund et. al (2014), participants in ON FIRE felt a sense of 

belonging with other’s in similar situations as themselves. 

 The safe program also helped the children find strength and courage in themselves, as 
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well as the skills needed to help others either in the program or at home (Foster et at., 2012). 

Even though the online community is harder to control, Naslund et.al found that negative 

comments from criticizing users were overrun with support from inside the community (2014). 

Storytelling 

The practice of sharing stories is supported in the psychiatric field as well. Suzanne 

Whittall and Samina Allie studied the success of having clients write their own personal 

narrative of the events leading to their stay in the adult inpatient unit. They found six out of the 

nine clients who participated felt that their relationship with staff improved, making them feel 

like the staff understood their illness better for treatment (2011). “Our clients are experts on 

themselves, the more information they give us, the more we understand them” (Whittall & Allie, 

2011, p35). As natural storytellers, the sharing of a personal story or the hearing of a similar 

experience can be used as a therapeutic exercise to improve overall psychological health 

(Naslund et al., 2014) (Whittall et al., 2011).  

 Nesselar identified three basic aspects of a story: an emotional reward, triumph over 

adversity, and the portrayal of human relationships (2011, pS127). Just like children with fairy 

tales, individuals respond well to stories of battle and success. Steven Walker touched on the 

underestimated power of fairy tales an individual’s mental health in a 2010 research article. 

“Amoral fairy tales that have no overt theme of good and bad such as Puss in Boots or Jack and 

the Beanstalk can be used to illustrate that even the meekest can survive in life by using his wits” 

(p91). 

 As Paul Watzlawick explained in Axiom One (1967), individuals cannot not 

communication. This leads to unfortunate misunderstandings of psychiatry and mental illness 

throughout social media and modern film/TV (Nesseler, 2011). “Television is a centralized 
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system of storytelling…Its drama, commercials, news and other programs bring a relatively 

coherent world of common images and messages into every home” (Gerbner et al., 1994, p 18). 

With the growing of Internet resources and campaigns, there is an opportunity for accessible 

online information and peer support. Though face-to-face is assumed the best channel of support, 

the ease of online creates the opportunity for those who are unable due to geographic distance, or 

unwilling to face their illness in front of another, a chance for peer support (Foster et al., 2014) 

 The success of peer support networks in research predicts the #SPNFamily Crisis 

Network will follow a similar track. Based on the previous literature, two research questions 

were raised for the following rhetorical analysis. 

RQ1: What themes arise from the rhetoric of the You Are Not Alone campaign and the 

#SPNFamily Crisis Network? 

 RQ2: How are these themes present within the TV Series, Supernatural? 

Method 

 A total of twenty-four Facebook posts from Misha Collins’ and Jensen Ackles’ pages, as 

well as two websites, www.CreationStands.com and www.RandomActs.com, were analyzed for 

connecting rhetoric of the You Are Not Alone campaign. The Creation Stands website is the t-

shirt selling platform, while Random Acts is Collins’ organization leading the start of the 

network. Posts, pictures, and videos not mentioning the campaign or network were ignored for 

the analysis. Notes were taken of each video in order to write the discussion section and posts 

were compiled in one document for easy access. 

 Once the notes were collected, themes were identified and color-coded. As examples of 

the themes could be found in multiple seasons and episodes of Supernatural; only one specific 

example is chosen for each theme in order to remain concise.  
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Results & Discussion 

 The analysis of the created content found three themes within the rhetoric of the You Are 

Not Alone campaign and the #SPNFamily Crisis Network.  These themes are Saving People, 

Family Don’t End in Blood, and Always Keep Fighting. All three are described below as they 

are seen within the texts of the campaign and network. As explained by Nesseler, true depictions 

and personal stories of mental illness make for popular subjects. “These compelling narrative 

patterns can be harnessed by those suffering from mental illnesses, their families and doctors to 

present these illnesses in a way that is not stigmatizing” (2011 p. S126). With this in mind, the 

three themes are also applied to the storyline of Supernatural to find existing connections.	

Saving People 

 This theme derived immediately from a portion of the subheading on the crisis network’s 

site, “Family don’t end in blood. We take care of our own” (Random Acts, 2016). The first 

portion of the tagline will be discussed further, but ‘taking care of our own’ is a prevalent theme 

within the entire campaign and show. 

 Right from the beginning, the rhetoric of the campaign reached out to those who want to 

support other fans, describing potential crisis contacts for the network as ‘qualified, trained, and 

caring.’  When analyzing the Creation Stands t-shirt site, it described fan volunteers as crisis 

responders who help fans in crisis get the assistance they need (Jensen & Misha, 2016). Fans 

who were not comfortable signing up as volunteers could still help people with buying a shirt 

funding the entire initiative. 

  Whether intentional or purely coincidental, this theme continued within the videos 

posted by both Ackles and Collins over the course of the campaign. In a video by Collins on 

February 12th, he described the network as ‘nurturing’ and ‘supportive’ for the fans. Collins 
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explained, “… people who are having a hard time can call in and there is an awesome supportive 

network waiting there to help support them” (Collins, 2016).  

This kind of rhetoric implies a real feeling of being, essentially, a hero to a fan in crisis. 

The second episode of season one from Supernatural can a give hint to why this theme is 

welcomed and why this kind of ‘supportive’ network is appealing to the fans of the show. In the 

episode, Ackles’ character Dean Winchester is explaining why him and his brother have to 

continue working on that specific case. He states, “I think he wants us to pick up where he left 

off. You know, saving people, hunting things. The family business” (Kripke & Nutter, 2005). 

This phrase is then used as the ‘motto’ for the main characters’ jobs as hunters of the 

Supernatural.  

Over the course of eleven seasons, the main job of the characters is to rid the world of 

evil and save people from monsters. Even though these monsters are fictional in the show, the 

inner ‘demons’ people can face in reality need heroes as well. Collins explained in a February 19 

video on his Facebook, “Maybe we can intervene in a critical time and make a difference… 

Possibly save someone” (Collins, 2016). 

Family Don’t End in Blood 

 As mentioned previously, this phrase is used on the #SPNFamily Crisis Support 

Network’s information page as the subheading. The use of ‘#SPNFamily’ is another way this 

campaign pulls from the community. The Creation Stands t-shirt site features a short message 

from Ackles and Collins explaining that their favorite part of the fandom is the sense of 

community throughout (Jensen & Misha, 2016). The hashtag SPNFamily has been used to refer 

to the TV show’s fandom long before this specific campaign.  
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 The literature utilized in the review refers mostly to peer-support programs; however, this 

campaign and network utilizes much stronger words such as ‘community’ and ‘family.’  This 

emphasis on family is perpetuated in the first video posted by Collins on February 9. The video 

featured a time-lapse of ‘You are Not Alone’ being drawn into a sandbox by Collins and his two 

children. There are many other examples of the actors embracing the community of the TV 

show. Using the SPNFamily hashtag, live streaming on Facebook between filming takes, and 

connecting with fans at Supernatural Conventions around the world are only a couple of the 

ways the actors of the series have created a close community. 

 In the first live video for the campaign, Collins and Ackles explained all the actors, 

including Jared Padalecki, supported the network. Many fans were concerned to hear of the 

actor’s absence, but Padalecki ran his own campaign, Love Yourself First, shortly after to raise 

funds for the network. 

 The TV show follows the story of two brothers as they fight off the supernatural, again 

preserving the importance of family for the entire fandom. As the idea explicitly states, however, 

the feeling of family does not have to be based off of blood relations. Sam and Dean both lose 

their parents early in the first few seasons, and the boys find a father figure in another character, 

Bobby. In an argument where Sam and Dean were going off on their own, Bobby explains the 

problem with leaving him behind, saying, “Family don’t end in blood” (Kripke & Manners, 

2008).  

 This continues through a large part of the seasons, as the boys create lasting relationships 

and friendships with other people. As a show where characters are killed in nearly every episode, 

the brothers’ reactions to certain characters’ deaths exemplifies their focus on family. Season 

five saw the death of two characters repeatedly seen as family by the boys. Neither were blood 
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relations, but the deaths weighed heavily on the two brothers for multiple episodes after; as they 

do any time a member of their ‘family’ is killed. 

Always Keep Fighting 

 This theme was first introduced in the Padalecki’s first campaign in March 2015, but the 

phrase is continued in the rhetoric of the You Are Not Alone campaign and the network. Though 

not as prominent and explicit as other themes; the creation of the campaign showcased the 

actors’ will to always keep fighting for the end of mental illness stigma. 

 In an interview with Variety in March 2015, during the first campaign, Padalecki 

explained the emphasis on always fighting came from the characters in the show. “These 

characters that we play on Supernatural, Sam and Dean, are always dealing with something 

greater than themselves, and I’ve sort of learned from the two of them that they get through it 

with each other, and with help and with support” (Prudom, 2015). 

 Though Padalecki is not directly involved with the You Are Not Alone campaign, the 

‘Always Keep Fighting’ mentality has continued as the actor has created five t-shirt and product 

campaigns to raise funds for various mental health awareness charities. The #SPNFamily Crisis 

Network will be a tool where fans can go to get the resources they need to keep fighting. The 

network’s information page on the Random Acts website shares the goal of the group as 

“identifying available resources, professional treatment options, and support groups in local 

communities across the U.S., and eventually across the globe” (Random Acts, 2016). 

Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research 

 Few limitations were found within this research; however, the amount of available time 

for analysis led to only one campaign being used for the study. As mentioned previously, 

Padalecki created a campaign shortly after You Are Not Alone to also raise funds for the 
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#SPNFamily Crisis Network.  An analysis of this campaign, which is also tied to the crisis 

network, would have given a deeper view of the new program.  Further research should look into 

all mental health campaigns done by Supernatural cast members, past and future.  Previous 

campaigns from all actors with the show might share themes with each other and the TV show. 

 Future research should also explore the success of the campaign after its launch later in 

2016. As the first of its kind, a study should look into the network’s success to refer those in 

crisis to the resources they need. 

Conclusion 

 Although no research is available for this specific kind of peer support network, the story 

arch of Supernatural has led to multiple successful mental health campaigns, which leads to the 

conclusion this network has potential to be popular. Focusing on storytelling, social media, and 

peer-to-peer support gives the network a solid base for success, and Supernatural’s fan-base is 

obviously supporting the venture. Almost 5,000 fans signed up to be volunteers for the network 

and over 30,000 shirts sold to fund it, explained Ackles and Collins in a February 28 Facebook 

video. Fully funded and now fully stocked with volunteers, the #SPNFamily Crisis Network is 

moving forward with beta testing and a start time within 2016.    
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